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Fix List for MONITOR version 7.5.13 

 

General 

 JLIN-9GYC2N - Incorrect quantity could be displayed on orders and inquiries when you changed 
customer/supplier if Show in alt. unit was selected under Planning info on the Planning tab in the Update 
Part – Inventory procedure. 

 JEDS-9K9HPZ - AutoCAD documents could look different in the Document viewer and on the Printout. 

 JLIN-9PEJKJ - The Price window in the register Customer Order procedure didn’t take any consideration to 
Currency on the customer when you selected price on an order row. Incorrect row in the Price window 
could be selected by mistake. 

 AFOG-9PPJTH - Now it’s possible to select coding of e-mail sent directly by SMTP from MONITOR to also 
work properly in Eastern Europe and Asia. 

 AFOG-9PUKNZ - The icon on the desktop wasn’t updated when you made a client update. 

 AFOG-9PXAUB - MONITOR shut down with a program error when you displayed many STEP (*.stp) files in 
the Document Viewer. 

 AFOG-9QQLPA - A new version of Sybase SQL Anywhere 12 EBF 4165 is available. This version rectifies 
problem that sometimes could occur on the database server, where it could not allocate a large enough 

contiguous memory for the new data. The database server then showed the error message "Assertion 
failed: 109505 Memory allocation size too large." 

Manufacturing 

 FOHN-9DLHYM - Default values in the Manufacturing Order Log procedure didn’t work if you used 
AutoRuns in the Agent. 

 SSTG-9F7BZJ - Default values weren’t correctly loaded in the Loading Selection procedure. 

 JLIN-9JMAXG - Av error message was displayed if you added material and reported rejection in the 
Material Reporting procedure. The error message was displayed if you made these reportings several 
times on the same order. 

 TBOL-9LNBYS - Post Calculation with the check box Compare with pre-calculated cost activated didn’t 
work. This check box is only visible when the supplement Management Accounting is used. 

 JLIN-9P49GA - A manufacturing order that were replanned (in time) in the Priority Planning procedure, 
could after replanning belong to incorrect Warehouse. This error could only occur in systems with the 
supplement Warehouse Management. 

 MARN-9PBDKQ - If the Customer name contained more than 35 characters, an error message was 
displayed when you created Manufacturing order from the Customer order. Now the Project name on the 
M-order will be limited to the first 35 characters of the Customer name. (Customer name is used as Project 
name on the M-order.) 

 SWIO-9PNF7J - It wasn’t possible to send subcontract from the Comprehensive Document 
(Subcontract) procedure if the Part was blocked for registration. 

 JLIN-9PQC9N - A minor round-off was made on the saved Sub-totals of the Standard price in the Pre-
Calculation procedure. The total of the sub-totals and the saved Standard price could differ with a decimal 
amount. Now the difference in the calculation will be saved as Material cost. 

 JLIN-9PQFUV - If you had the Manufacturing Order Info (F11) procedure open when you registered 
manufacturing orders, the text in the message box about Blocked part disappeared after a half second. 
This error occurred if you had set Info procedures follow the active record. 
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 FOHN-9PUJLD - When you use the supplement for EDI export in the Print Delivery Schedules – 
Subcontract procedure, the Initial quantity was exported instead of Rest quantity. 

 SWIO-9PXH93 - The Preparation log in the Preparation procedure could shut down with a program error. 
This error could occur if you tried to delete several rows at the same time in the Preparation procedure. 

 CSIG-9Q38PV - It wasn’t possible to use shortcuts for date in the Delivery period field in the Calibration 
Basis procedure. 

 JLIN-9Q69HF - A program error could occur in the Comprehensive Reporting procedure if you deleted 
rest by using the Info menu. 

 SWIO-9QBGJX - The accuracy on the number of decimals is improved in the Pre-Calculation procedure. 
Now, the program always uses 5 decimals in all subtotals even if you decided to report and save the result 
with fewer decimals. 

 JLIN-9QDELQ - If a subcontract operation belongs to a department, you will have to be logged on to that 
departments’ warehouse in order to make a reporting in the Arrival Reporting – Subcontract procedure. 
The problem with check against negative balance on incorrect warehouse will disappear. 

Purchase 

 SSÖG-9DCKK3 - If you used MONITOR-to-MONITOR to register an Order confirmation, the Purchase order 
didn’t get status 3 even if all rows were confirmed. 

 MARN-9HUB2E - The Price Import procedure shut down with a program error if you tried to import Future 
supplier prices. 

 CSIG-9M9AA8 - When you created a new customer or supplier in the Update Customer and Update 
Supplier procedures, all data on the Extra Info tab could during certain circumstances be moved to the 
newly created supplier/customer. 

 FPEN-9N6959 - The Print Delivery Schedules procedure only displayed order rows that had the same 
value in the Supplier's part number on the order and in the Part registers supplier link. If a part only has 
one link to the supplier, all purchase order rows will be displayed. 

 MWIK-9NYCDK - A long error message was displayed if you created an order from a quote in the Register 
Quote procedure and selected an existing order number. 

 LAHM-9PFH9C - If you selected a Historical Printout date in the Invoice Basis (Purchase) procedure, 
orders outside the interval could be displayed. 

 KFTM-9PR9WX - If you registered a Supplier invoice in credit and tried to reverse the coding from debit, it 
didn’t work if the invoice had a different VAT amount. 

 SHYS-9PUA7H - News: New standard accounts for import VAT are added. These accounts shall be used 
when Trade area is set on Import and Reversed liability for payment is set on the supplier in the Update 
Supplier procedure. This shall be used on the supplier Tullverket (in Sweden). These changes are made to 
manage the new reporting of Import VAT to the Swedish Skatteverket from 1 January 2015. 

 JLIN-9PXG8V - Documents that were linked in the Receiving Inspection Reporting procedure weren’t 
saved. 

 ÖBRN-9QBB53 - Following adjustments are made for systems used in Poland: When linking supplier 

invoice, the control between the invoicing amount and the order amount is changed. When you register 
supplier invoices from EU suppliers, the VAT amount is not included in the order amount that is compared 
to the invoice amount. 

 SSÖG-9QDDE5 - If Show in alt. unit was selected under Planning info on the Planning tab in the Update 
Part – Inventory procedure, the quantity could be incorrectly calculated when you changed to Standard 
unit when making the Arrival reporting. 

 SSÖG-9QHJ2Q - Agent Runs of the Print EDI Delivery Schedules procedure stopped following runs if one 
supplier missed Parts to export. 
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 SHYS-9QJHHD - These adjustments are made for Finvoice – Import of supplier invoice to EIM. The image 
of the invoice now contains more information. Now Terms of payment, Delivery terms, Unit on quantity, 
VAT in % per invoice row, Late payment fee and SWIFT/BIC are displayed on the invoice. A problem where 
the parts row total could be incorrect when the supplier had a price each like 300 EUR/1 000 kg is also 
fixed. 

 SHYS-9QLAVL - Now it’s possible to select on Consecutive no in the Invoice Basis procedure. The 

selection alternative could be useful to search orders/invoices where the delivery reporting was made in 
one period, but the invoice was Final coded in another period. 

Sales 

 FOHN-9B9JAE - DB Schenker changes name on following Options in the Print Shipping Documents 
procedure: 
- TopExact changes name to Timed unloading 
- Top10 changes name to Express 

 SSTG-9C9GJT - You couldn’t get a pick list in the Print Pick Lists procedure, if the Customer Order only 
contained service rows (row type 3). 

 SSTG-9CCH95 - When you sort on Location in the Pick List procedure, text rows will no longer be 
displayed since they don’t show any location data. 

 SSTG-9FMHCD - The Customer Activity List procedure displayed statistical data classified on Week even 
if you classified the list on By. 

 AFOG-9JFGFC - The field Special transport instructions will get correct date and time for DB Schenkers 
Option Timed unloading on the SIS waybill, if the time is selected after you have selected service in the 
Print Shipping Documents procedure.  

 SSÖG-9L5HBY - Customers order date in the Import EDI Orders procedure with format 20, could be 
incorrect if you used a certain date format i.e. dd.mm.yy in Windows. 

 LREM-9M8HT2 - When you made a credit of a Comprehensive invoice with linked row type 4 rows, 
incorrectly linked rows occurred since all the information from the debit invoice were copied to the credit 
invoice. 

 KFTM-9P8A6D - MONITOR would shut down with a program error if you changed account on a quote in the 
Quote List procedure, list type Coding. 

 CSIG-9P98RD - The text "Link to blanket orders exists" remained in the Register Customer Order 
procedure even if the Unlink from blanket order function on the Info menu was used. 

 CSIG-9P9D6R - The Conversion factor affected the price when using the Customer Order Transfer when the 
setting "Warn if price is missing for part" set on Yes. Customer Order Transfer is a supplement. 

 JLIN-9PGHPW - The Pick list in the Delivery List procedure cut long text rows if you deselected Show 
shipping info. 

 SHYS-9PGH2E - If you used Lithuanian forms, the amount Pro forma invoice could differ from the total on 
the Invoice. 

 ÖBRN-9PGKLR - This only applies to systems used in Poland: The Credit invoice could display an incorrect 

VAT amount with a difference of 0.01 PLN. The error could appear randomly if the Invoice was in foreign 
currency and contained VAT. 

 SSÖG-9PN9H7 - The field Reference no became black on the rows during import in the Import EDI 
Orders procedure. 

 LREM-9PPH6L - If you used right mouse button on the scrollbar beneath the rows in the Register 
Customer Order procedure, MONITOR shut down with a program error. 

 KFTM-9PR9PR - If you pressed Printout according to customer setting in the Print Invoices procedure, the 
OK button to approve the printout wasn’t always displayed. 

 LAHM-9PVGUM - It wasn’t possible to use Additional text groups with interest invoices of the type Easy 
Invoice. 
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 ÖBRN-9PWHM7 - The VAT amount could during exceptional circumstances differ between the invoice form 
and ledgers/accounting. This error could only occur in systems used in Poland. 

 JLIN-9Q3F6K - The comments to the activities weren’t displayed on printouts in the Quote Activity List 
procedure. 

 JEDS-9Q3JHF - Now the row types 1 and 6 will be managed in another way in the Register Invoices 
Directly procedure. The order of the rows on the invoice could be reversed compared to the customer 

order, if you make partial deliveries. There is no longer any control that a row type 6 must be preceded by 
a row type 1. Row type 6 is an Underlying fictitious part. 

 JLIN-9QAGR8 - The Customer Info procedure shut down with a program error if you wanted to see 
staggered prices on the linked parts. 

 FOHN-9QAKSQ - News: PostNord change name on the service DPD Företagspaket 16:00 to DPD 
Företagspaket. A new logo type for PostNord is on the Address label printed in the Print Shipping 
Documents procedure. 

 LAHM-9QBJZ9 - In the factoring file with format 149 - CUSIN file to PayEx (invoice service), you got 
incorrect amounts if the round off was negative and the invoice was without VAT. The file was refused by 
the Bank. 

 SSÖG-9QHB8H - Deduction of transport time didn’t work in the Order / EDI-import procedure. 

 LREM-9QHJMQ - Invoicing charge was incorrectly displayed on the Credit invoice of the type Crystal 
Reports. 

 JLIN-9QHJYZ - If you used Save as… on a Customer order, Purchase order or similar, the printout date was 
also copied which led to incorrect follow up of order lead time. 

 FOHN-9QJLPD - Order responses missed rows after import of order with changes in the Import EDI 
Orders procedure. 

 AFOG-9QKK6Z - If you changed Loading meters or Volume by using the Package size calculator, the 
volume/size wasn’t updated on the SIS waybill in the print Shipping Documents procedure. 

 SHYS-9QLDDA - CFP format payments in FB in the Payment Suggestions and Electronic Notification 
LB / FB procedures didn’t take any notice to Currency pocket SEK/EUR. 

 FOHN-9QLLW9 - Even if an order was locked by another user, the order was changed if you edited the 
order and made a printout. This was possible because the printout saved the record, before the printout 
was executed. This error is corrected in all order procedures. 

 LAHM-9QRJTQ - The factoring format 149 - CUSIN file to PayEx (invoice service) missed minus signs in 
some xml tags when you sent credit invoices. 

Inventory 

 JELA-9HTF7S - The focus was set to a Tab when you selected a row in the list in the Refill List – VMI 
procedure. Now it’s possible to use Tab to move on the rows without moving focus. 

 FPEN-9NKFWZ - It wasn’t possible use the Agent to run the Calculate Stock Levels procedure if you used 
the supplement Warehouse management. 

 MARN-9P7963 - The Delivery Performance to Customer procedure only added nonconformities with a 

correct Order number entered on the Customer nonconformity. I.e. if the Order number field was empty, 
the post wasn’t displayed in the list type Total/week. 

 JLIN-9PEFYD - All windows/buttons that were open in the Part info procedure weren’t updated with new 
data when you loaded a new Part number. 

 FPEN-9PNHNA - It wasn’t possible to sort on all columns in the lists in the Print Pick List - Stock Order 
procedure. Previously it was only possible to sort on Part number, Name and Delivery period. 

 FPEN-9PPCCL - The Inventory Value List procedure classified on Part code and list type Total could 
during certain circumstances calculate incorrect FIFO price on P-parts. 
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 SWIO-9Q4BT7 - Now the Order List – Inventory procedure also displays row type 6, i.e. incorporated 
Fictitious Parts. 

Workshop Info 

 JLIN-9PJGB5 - If there are overtime and absence recorded on the same day and you use the "Deduct from 
overtime" function, the Salary types will be calculated differently to ensure that that all IWH compensation 
that the employee shall have will be correct. 

 JLIN-9PXBCW - It was only possible to enter 40 characters instead of 80 on the Extra info tab in the 
Update Employee procedure. 

 JLIN-9PYAKD - It wasn’t possible to make filters in the list type Extra info in the Employee List procedure. 

 JLÖR-9Q5GTZ - A program error occurred after 10 printouts of manufacturing orders in the Recording 
Terminal and Priority Planning procedure. This error occurred if the user had a default printer set, in 
order to avoid the printer dialogue when printing. 

Accounting 

 KFTM-8SDAJS - Find & Replace didn’t work in list type Settings in the Fixed Asset List procedure. 

 LREM-8ZFB7L - If you had an accounting year without name registered, it wasn’t displayed under Copy 
budget and Select accounting year in the Copy Budget / Forecast procedure. 

 LAHM-9PMGS4 - The performance is improved in the Balance Info procedure. 

 KFTM-9PU9L9 - The round-off was incorrect on the VAT report in the Print VAT Report procedure. The 
total on row 49 was calculated with decimals but displayed with integers. 

 KFTM-9PYBSZ - MONITOR shut down with a program error when you exported to Excel from the Balance 
Info procedure. 

 ÖBRN-9QAEUZ - If you used adaptation 171 (Poland), some columns in the Balance Report could be 
incorrectly summed. 

 SHYS-9QAJHJ - News: A new VAT report valid from 1 January 2015 to declare Import VAT is available in 

the Print VAT Report procedure, report no 12 – Swedish VAT report 2015. 

 ÖBRN-9QJ9N4 - The Polish procedure Calculate FIFO Currency Rate displayed incorrect values if there 
were transactions registered only in local currency. 

 ÖBRN-9QLKEP - The Loading List – Project procedure sorted activities in incorrect order. 

 ÖBRN-9QLLCJ - When you make a printout of the Lead time chart in the Project management, the time 
scale will be displayed directly below the activities. Previously was the time scale displayed at the bottom 
of the page. 

General Settings 

 AFOG-9CKGLE - The new Setting "Print path and file name on document" on the System tab in the 
Settings procedure allow you to determine if the path to the linked document shall be printed in the 
header of the Printout. 

 JLIN-9NZB2N - All data weren’t displayed on printouts from the External Users procedure. 

 ÖBRN-9PQJFK - If you used MONITOR in Norway, the program could shut down with a program error if you 
tried to import a Chart of accounts in the Create Chart of Accounts procedure. 

 JLIN-9Q4HVD – News: The fields Language and Warehouse are editable in list type Standard in the User 
List procedure. 

 AFOG-9Q5J3L - New registered printers will get the Orientation setting Default automatically in the 
Printers procedure. 
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Electronic Invoice Management 

 KFTM-9PYCN8 - If you browsed the scanned invoices and made annotations, an Edit lock-up could occur in 
MONITOR EIM. 

 LREM-9Q3G7N - If you opened an invoice by using the Reminder function, the setting of window size didn’t 
work properly. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement MONOTOR EIM. 

Management Accounting 

 ÖBRN-76QKLC - The journal for the Invoicing log was coded with the actual printout date in the 
Management Accounting. Now it will be coded with the date you had entered as printout date (Invoice 
date) on the invoice. 

Product Configurator 

 CSIG-9PPCKM - You got a Mandatory variable when you had pressed Cancel in the Configuration window. 

This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 

Business Intelligence 

 BKNN-9PBA99 - When you saved date filters in the view Priority plan, the start date was saved as a fixed 
date (the date when the filter was created). Now a dynamic date is saved that always will show 
start=today. 

 BKNN-9PUJLD - MONITOR BI only loads data from the Alias fields from MONITOR when the Setting "Use 
alias when exporting to BI" is activated, if it isn’t activated, the data will be loaded from the normal fields. 

 BKNN-9Q7GU3 - The Scheduling function in MONITOR BI locked within two minutes when it tried to 
connect to the database, if the database engine was shut down. 

 BKNN-9QBBEK - It was impossible to close MONITOR BI clients, if the database for settings was down. 


